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WNXP is a music discovery station serving Nashville and Middle Tennessee striving to reflect 
the depth and diversity of the region and its music community through on-air programming and 
arts journalism presented across multiple platforms. The focus of the daily playlists ranges from 
emerging to established artists with a special emphasis Nashville. 
 
Our local hosts bring context to the music they play and stay connected to the community 
through live updates on news and issues important to our listeners. With hosts that include 
award-winning journalists, these updates go deeper than simple, biographical artist information 
and serve to enrich the listener’s experience.  
 
Our morning host Celia Gregory came onboard as Special Programs Manager in May allowing us 
to create more day and weekend-long themed programming including our dive into music 
history with “Forgotten Favorites” over Memorial Day, a tribute to Black artists, authors and 
community voices on Juneteenth and a spotlight on the reemergence of independent music 
retail after lockdown on Record Store Day.  
 
Editorial Director Jewly Hight continued the Culture Club series by interviewing Daphne Brooks, 
Author of "Liner Notes on the Revolution" and pairing it with artists discussed in the book. Our 
Community Beats series continued with a three-part special focused on the creators of an 
organization focused on education and community building for the city’s R&B and hip-hop 
scenes.  
 
In April WNXP collaborated with sister station WPLN for NPR Music’s Slingshot City Scenes 
series focused on how Nashville arts, music and healthcare sectors have navigated the 
pandemic. Stories were also shared throughout the quarter between WNXP and WPLN 
including the discussion around a potential ‘renaissance’ of live black music in Nashville’s 
overwhelmingly white downtown tourist district.  
 
As restrictions lifted, we began to participate in live music events including a benefit concert for 
independent venues, a celebration of Nashville’s underserved hip hop scene and one of the first 
record release shows by an independent artist at a venue that had been closed for 15 months.  
 
We used our platform to coincide with national celebrations of diversity including our weekly, 
interactive themed show Thematic Static which brought in community voices for Black Music 
and Pride month. And we launched a new series called Touching Base where Nashville artists 
who released music during the pandemic shared their stories in their own voices.  
  
Our ongoing Record of the Week and Nashville Artist of the Month series continue to not only 
elevate local and international artists but to tackle timely topics such as June NAOTM Daisha 
McBride, a Black Nashville hip hop artist who recently began an open dialogue about her 
sexuality.     


